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Abstract
Background: Clozapine remains the antipsychotic of choice for people who, having met the criteria for a diagnosis of
schizophrenia or a related psychotic disorder, do not respond adequately to other antipsychotic medications. Utilization rates appear highly variable across jurisdictions, with an overall tendency toward underuse. This paper describes
patterns of clozapine use in the province of Québec, Canada. Methods: Individuals with a diagnosis of schizophrenia
were identified using linked government medical claims and hospitalization records for 2003 and 2004. Linked data on
their filled prescriptions in 2004 were then used to determine clozapine-use rates at the level of the province, the region, and the hospital at which individuals received most of their services. Individual predictors of clozapine use were
identified using logistic regression. Results: Only 6.7% of the 29,155 individuals identified with schizophrenia received
clozapine for six months or longer in 2004. Utilization rates ranged from 3.9 to 9.0% among regions with 1,000 or more
people with schizophrenia. Over 8% of 61 hospitals did not prescribe clozapine at all. People with schizophrenia taking
clozapine experienced 3.4 fewer days of hospitalization per year than those not taking clozapine—representing a cost
offset of about $1,800 per year. Medication costs were higher, however, by about $3,000 per year. Conclusions: Given
the increasingly clear benefits of clozapine for people who do not respond to other antipsychotics, measures to increase
access to clozapine for people who can benefit from it are likely to be cost effective and are urgently needed.
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Introduction

About one-fifth to one-third of people who meet the
criteria for a diagnosis of schizophrenia respond poorly
to first-line antipsychotic therapy (1, 2), with a commonly
accepted estimate of 30% (3, 4). Recent guidelines continue
to recommend a trial with clozapine for people who have
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not responded to trials of two other antipsychotics (5), as
its benefits for people with medication-resistant schizophrenia, even in comparison with other second-generation
antipsychotics, have been confirmed in recent trials (6, 7).
Clozapine monotherapy of adequate dosage and duration
has proven effective for one- to two-thirds of people with
medication-resistant schizophrenia (8). Clozapine has also
been associated with a significant reduction in the rate of
suicide (9, 10) and in hospitalizations (11, 12), the latter
making it a cost savings in some settings (13). It has a number of side effects, however, most significantly metabolic
side effects (14). Less than 1% of patients develop potentially
fatal agranulocytosis, the risk of which must be managed by
means of systematic blood testing (15). In part for this reason, not all treatment-resistant patients are willing to take
clozapine (16). The uncertainty surrounding many of these
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Clinical Implications

Given the increasingly clear benefits of clozapine for people who do not respond to other antipsychotics, measures to
increase access to clozapine for people who can benefit from it are likely to be cost effective and are urgently needed. The
implementation of three complementary measures could increase appropriate prescribing of clozapine. First, clozapine
clinics could be established within each psychiatry department together with, at the provincial level, a clozapine resource
center similar to one that used to exist in British Columbia and that supplemented the monitoring established at the
national level by the Clozapine Support and Assistance Network (CSAN) (34). The local clozapine clinic would require
that granulocyte counts of all patients prescribed clozapine were tested according to a prescribed schedule, and that the
results were sent back both to the physician and to the provincial clozapine resource center. The provincial center would
alert physicians to low or abnormal values. Experience with such a center in British Columbia, initially funded by the
provincial government but later dismantled ostensibly for cost reasons, indicates that prescribers often contacted it for
help in interpreting test results (34). A centralized facility also would help ensure that more subtle factors, such as the
tendency toward benign neutropenia of people of African descent, are taken into account in interpreting trends in granulocyte counts (2). Second, ensuring that all people with schizophrenia who are unstable have access to Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) or Intensive Case Management (ICM) teams could facilitate continued engagement in treatment
(35). Third, physician education, audit and feedback mechanisms could be implemented to help motivate physicians to
use clozapine when indicated, although more research is needed on how to make these maximally effective (36).
proportions makes it difficult to know the overall proportion
of people with schizophrenia one would expect to see on clozapine in an optimal treatment system (16).
Accordingly, rates of clozapine prescribing are highly
variable. Rates as high as 25 to 60% have been documented
in China, while among U.S. Veterans Administration patients with schizophrenia in New York the percentage being
treated with clozapine alone at the end of the 90s has been
reported to be 1% (17). Rates between 10 and 25% have been
documented in Victoria, Australia and Maryland, U.S. (18),
and Auckland, New Zealand (19). A sixteen-fold variation
in clozapine-use rates has been reported in the Greater Manchester area (20).
Such variations may be partly explained by differences
in patient characteristics. Patients who are younger, male
and (in the U.S. at least) white are more likely to be administered clozapine (2, 21). The very wide variations observed
across treatment systems, however, whether one considers
differences across countries or across small geographic areas, suggest that factors unrelated to patient characteristics
play a large role.
Studies of clinical charts suggest that clozapine is often
not prescribed to people for whom it appears appropriate
(16, 22). The combination of variability in use and a tendency
toward underprescribing must be a source of concern given
evidence that clozapine is the most effective drug currently
available for patients with treatment-refractory schizophrenia.
The province of Québec, Canada, offers a useful setting
in which to observe both the overall level of clozapine use
for people with schizophrenia, and the extent to which clozapine prescribing varies across small areas for reasons not
related to differences in patient characteristics. In 2004, the
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year for which data were analyzed, virtually all people with
schizophrenia in Québec had medication coverage under a
public plan. Irrespective of the plan people were insured under, physicians had no direct financial incentive to prescribe
one drug or another—their remuneration was and remains
unaffected by the medications they prescribe. Moreover,
psychiatric care was and remains sectorized, which means
that even patients with more severe schizophrenia are not
normally transferred from one psychiatry department to
another. Differences in utilization rates across regions or
hospitals should, therefore, be due largely to differences in
physician prescribing preferences rather than in patient case
mix.
This paper aims, accordingly, to describe patterns of
clozapine use in patients with schizophrenia and to examine
to what extent they are likely attributable to unexplained differences in physicians’ prescribing preferences. In order to
determine whether the use of clozapine might be cost effective in Québec as it has been reported to be in other jurisdictions, we also compared days hospitalized between patients
taking clozapine and those not taking clozapine, and the
overall costs of antipsychotic use.

Methods
Analytic Population

All individuals in the province of Québec, Canada
(population in 2004: 7.7 million) who filled at least one
prescription for an antipsychotic medication while covered
by a public plan, in 2003 or 2004, were identified from the
province’s central administrative database for pharmaceuticals (maintained by Québec’s Health Insurance Board,
known by its French acronym RAMQ). Their pharmaceu-
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tical data were linked with hospitalization records (provincial Med-Echo database, which contains detailed records of
each hospitalization in the province of Québec), as well as
with medical claims (database held by the RAMQ, which records almost all medical services provided in the province).
This procedure yielded 29,622 individuals who were at least
18-years-old in 2004, who were alive at the end of 2004, and
who were given a diagnosis of schizophrenia (ICD-9 codes
295.0–295.9) on either a physician claim or a hospitalization
record during 2003 or 2004. Among these 29,622 individuals, 467 were eliminated following data cleaning procedures
(checks on prescription duration and consistency between
cost, quantity and duration fields on prescription records),
leaving 29,155 individuals in the analysis. These represented
0.4% of the Québec population.

Patient Demographics

Patient demographic data including sex, date of birth
and administrative region of residence were obtained from
a linked patient characteristics dataset. Age in 2004 was represented using a set of categorical variables (18–29, 30–39,
40–49, 50–64 and 65+). Québec is organized into seventeen
administrative regions, each with a different health authority. The region in which each patient lived was identified;
regions were classified as rural, semi-rural or urban.

Physician Specialty

Prescription data include a physician identifier. The
specialty of the prescribing physician was obtained from
a linked RAMQ database. A total of 6,348 physicians prescribed antipsychotic medications to patients in the dataset.

Clozapine Use

A patient was identified as using clozapine if: 1) they
filled consecutive prescriptions for clozapine for a period of
at least six months during 2004 (allowing interruptions for
hospitalizations); and, 2) had no more than ten days without a clozapine prescription during the six-month period.
(Shorter durations of clozapine use were expected to reflect
trials of clozapine, rather than continuous use.)

Linking Of Physicians and Patients
to Hospitals

Clozapine prescribing requires regular blood monitoring and in Québec this would normally be carried out in
connection with a hospital outpatient clinic—the hospital
outpatient clinic corresponding to that patient’s geographic
sector. Because of the blood monitoring required, physicians who prescribe clozapine usually are specialists who are
associated with one or more hospitals. In order to be able
to determine the hospital(s) at which physicians normally

practice, each patient hospitalization record with a principal
psychiatric diagnosis (ICD-9 codes 290.X–319.X: psychoses,
neurotic disorders, and other nonpsychotic mental disorders) was linked to a physician if that particular patient was
identified as having a single prescribing physician based on
patient psychotropic prescription data. A physician was considered to normally practice at a particular hospital if 80% or
more of his or her patients’ hospitalizations occurred at that
hospital. Patients who did not have any hospitalization record during 2004, but whose antipsychotics were prescribed
by a single physician, were assigned to their prescribing
physician’s hospital if that physician had been assigned to a
hospital. If they had more than one prescribing physician,
they were assigned to a hospital if all of those prescribing
physicians were assigned to the same hospital. Thus, some
physicians whose patients had no hospitalizations, or hospitalizations not concentrated in a particular hospital, were
not associated with any particular hospital; and, as a result,
their patients could not be considered to have been treated
at a particular hospital either.

Grouping of Hospitals by Size

Hospitals were grouped into small, medium and large
size categories. Size was based on the number of physicians
who prescribe antipsychotic medications to patients with
schizophrenia within a particular hospital. Based on the
distribution of the number of such physicians at each hospital, small hospitals were defined as having 1–5 physicians,
medium hospitals 6–10 physicians and large hospitals 11 or
more physicians.

Classification of Hospitals by Urbanicity

Due to confidentiality restrictions, we could only know
the administrative region hospitals were located in, not their
specific identity. Hospitals were classified as urban if they
were in Montreal, Québec City, Laval (a northern suburb of
Montreal) or Montérégie (most hospitals in the Montérégie
region are located in the Greater Montreal area).

Data Analysis

The overall rate of clozapine use was calculated for the
entire population, and values of other variables were compared between the entire population and the sub-group of
patients that were linked to a hospital. Rates of clozapine use
were then calculated by region, and by hospital for patients
for whom a hospital could be assigned. Overall rates of clozapine use, as well as the percentage of physicians identified
as prescribers of antipsychotics who prescribe clozapine,
were reported by hospital size. We calculated the Pearson
correlation between the percentage of physicians who prescribe clozapine and the percentage of patients who take cloClinical Schizophrenia & Related Psychoses April 2013
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zapine. We used logistic regression to identify patient, hospital and physician variables associated with patient use or
non-use of clozapine. Finally, we compared hospitalization
days in 2004 between patients on clozapine who had only
one physician prescriber, and those not on clozapine who
also had only one physician prescriber; we also calculated
total costs of antipsychotic medications in 2004 for patients
taking clozapine, patients not taking clozapine, and patients
taking second-generation antipsychotics other than clozapine.
Data analyses were carried out using Stata version 9.0.
Ethics approval was obtained from the Douglas Institute
Research Ethics Board.

Results
Overall Clozapine-Use Rates

Table 1 provides comparative statistics for the population of patients we identified as having schizophrenia, and
for the subset who could be assigned to a hospital. The age
and sex distributions in the subset are similar to those in the
entire population, although patients included in the subset
tend to be slightly younger. A significantly greater proportion of patients in the subset saw at least one psychiatrist
in 2004. Overall use rate for clozapine among patients with
schizophrenia we identified was 6.7%, a bit less than the
8.2% calculated for those in the subset of patients that we
could assign to a hospital.

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics
All Patients
(N=29,155) %

Patients Assigned
to a Hospital
(N=18,367) %

18–30

15.0

16.6

30–39

16.8

17.8

40–49

27.1

27.8

50–64

26.5

26.2

65+

14.6

11.6

Male

56.0

57.1

At Least One
Psychiatrist

67.7

86.9

Clozapine Use

6.7

8.2

Patient Age

Hospital
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Small

8.0

Medium

32.0

Large

60.0

Urban

69.4

Clozapine-Use Rates by Hospital,
Region and Hospital Size

Of the 6,348 physicians who prescribed an antipsychotic one or more times in 2004, fewer than 10% (601) could be
linked to a single or principal hospital. A total of 18,367 patients (63% of the total) were assigned a hospital. Among patients who could be associated with a hospital through their
physician or physicians, 60% were seen at a hospital that had
more than 10 physicians who prescribed antipsychotics to
patients with schizophrenia. In contrast, 10% were seen at
hospitals that had five or fewer such physicians.
Figure 1 shows how hospitals are distributed according to the percentage of patients associated with them who
are taking clozapine on an outpatient basis. As may be seen,
this percentage varies greatly across hospitals, ranging from
nearly 22% to 0, the latter in more than 8% of hospitals.
Table 2 shows the percentage of patients with schizophrenia who were taking clozapine by region, as well as
the distribution of specialties of the prescribing physicians
by region. Clozapine-use rates vary almost threefold across
regions, ranging from 3.9 to 10.8%, with the largest region—
Montreal—exhibiting a rate of 7.2%, slightly above the provincial average of 6.7%.
Table 3 shows clozapine-use rates, as well as the percentage of physicians who prescribe clozapine among physicians
who prescribe antipsychotics to patients with schizophrenia,
by hospital size. The average percentage of patients taking
clozapine tends to increase with hospital size. The percentage of physicians prescribing clozapine is greater on average among larger hospitals than among small and mediumsized hospitals. Nonetheless, the variation by hospital size is
much smaller than the variation across individual hospitals
or even across regions. Table 3 also reports the correlation
between the proportion of physicians who prescribe clozapine in a hospital and the proportion of patients who take
clozapine in that hospital. This correlation is large overall
(0.59), especially among smaller hospitals (0.76).

Predictors of Clozapine-Use Rates

Table 4A shows parameter estimates from a logistic
regression of being on clozapine or not, on patient-level and
hospital-level predictors, for people who could be linked
to a hospital, while Table 4B does the same using the entire population under study and, thus, without hospital-level
predictors. Compared to patients below age 30, those between 30 and 49 are significantly more likely to be receiving clozapine, whereas those above 65 are significantly less
likely. Males are more likely to be receiving clozapine. People
seen in medium-sized and large hospitals are more likely to
receive clozapine; only if hospital size is not controlled for,
being seen by a psychiatrist is strongly associated with being
on clozapine.
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Figure 1

Use of Clozapine by Hospital (N=61 hospitals)
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Table 2 Regional Differences in Clozapine Prescribing (N=29,155)

Region*

Patients with
Schizophrenia
(N)

Percent Taking
Clozapine

GP Prescriber
Only (%)

Psychiatrist
Prescriber
Only (%)

Other
Prescriber(s)†
(%)

A

1,952

3.9

59.2

31.6

9.2

B

1,178

4.1

8.3

70.8

20.9

C

340

5.0

11.8

70.6

17.6

D

2,637

5.1

4.4

63.0

32.6

E

893

5.8

38.5

23.1

38.4

F

1,286

6.7

48.8

26.7

24.5

G

368

6.8

4.0

80.0

16.0

H

1,010

7.0

7.0

64.8

28.2

I

3,919

7.1

2.9

77.7

19.4

J

964

7.1

16.2

58.8

25.0

K

12,185

7.2

5.4

75.0

19.6

L

905

8.6

0

75.6

24.4

M

1,261

9.0

8.8

60.2

31.0

N

231

10.8

44.0

32.0

24.0

*Three regions with 20 or less patients were excluded; †both a GP and psychiatrist may have prescribed
clozapine during 2004, or else the drug may have been prescribed by another specialist.
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Table 3 Hospital Level Analyses (N=18,367)
Average Number
of Patients with
Schizophrenia

Proportion of
Patients Taking
Clozapine (A)†

Proportion of Physicians Prescribing
Clozapine (B)†

Correlation
between A and B

Small
(N=18)

81

0.06

0.58

0.76

Medium
(N=25)

235

0.07

0.56

0.25

Large
(N=18)

613

0.09

0.66

0.44

Overall

301

0.07

0.60

0.59

Hospital
Size*

*Small hospitals have 1 to 5 physicians prescribing antipsychotics to people with schizophrenia, medium
6 to 10 and large 11 or more; †average proportion across hospitals by size.

Hospital-Utilization Rates and
Medication Costs Associated with
Clozapine Use

Finally, we calculated that 1,788 patients on clozapine
who had one physician prescriber experienced an average of 7.87 days hospitalized in 2004 (standard deviation
[SD]=23.44), compared to 11.24 (SD=32.04) for 24,123
patients not on clozapine who also had a single physician
prescriber. Considering all patients in our analyses, patients
on clozapine incurred $6,928 (SD: $3,312) in antipsychotic
drug costs, compared to $2,276 (SD: $2,519) for all those not
on clozapine, and $2,641 (SD: $2,448) for those on atypical
antipsychotics other than clozapine.

Discussion

Our findings extend several previous results concerning patterns of use of clozapine and provide further evidence
of the need for policies that ensure access to clozapine for
people who have treatment-resistant schizophrenia.
The estimate of the overall clozapine utilization rate in
the Canadian province of Québec, 6.7%, appears relatively
low in comparison with most other estimates reported in the
literature and much below expectation if treatment guidelines were followed. As indicated in the introduction, such
estimates range widely, but most exceed 10%. A U.K. modeling exercise designed to estimate the number of suicides that
would be averted and the value of the resources that would
be freed if clozapine were used optimally in that country set
12% as a benchmark for optimal use (4).
The most telling indication that 6.7% is an unduly low
rate is the wide variation across regions and, even more,
across hospitals in the percentage of people with schizophrenia taking clozapine. Even among regions with 1,000 or
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more schizophrenia patients, the rate of clozapine prescribing varies more than twofold: from 3.9 to 9%. Among patients we could associate with a particular hospital, in the
case of nearly one hospital out of 9, less than 2% of patients
with schizophrenia were being administered clozapine. At
the other extreme, for 13% of hospitals, more than 13% were
being administered clozapine.
Possible differences in patient characteristics cannot account for such variation across hospitals and across regions.
Our analysis does confirm, consistent with previous studies,
that male patients and patients aged 30 to 49 are more likely
to receive clozapine than female patients and those younger
than 30. Patients older than 65, as one would expect given
the effects of clozapine on the elderly, are much less likely to
receive clozapine than younger patients. But neither the sex
nor even the age distribution could vary enough across hospital sectors or regions to account for the large variation in
clozapine-use rates that we have observed. More importantly, sectorization of care in Québec implies that there is little
movement of patients with schizophrenia from one hospital
to another in order to receive care from a different hospital.
The main circumstance where this can occur is when someone has been declared not criminally responsible on account
of mental disorder and sent to a designated hospital other
than the one they were initially seen at—a relatively uncommon occurrence.
The data suggest, rather, what anecdotal information
from psychiatrists in Québec also indicates: hospital psychiatry departments in Québec are marked by a “clozapine
culture.” In some, the culture is to not use clozapine at all; in
some others, to use it frequently. Indeed, data in Table 3 confirm, not surprisingly, that clozapine prescribing is higher
where a greater proportion of those psychiatrists who prescribe antipsychotics also prescribe clozapine. It is another
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Table 4A Predictors of Clozapine Use among People Linked to a
Hospital (N=18,367)
Predictors of Being
on Clozapine

Odds
Ratio

Std Err

Z

P>|Z|

95% CI

30–39

1.28

0.11

2.83

0.01

1.08, 1.52

40–49

1.28

0.1

3.06

0

1.09, 1.50

50–64

0.88

0.08

-1.4

0.16

0.75, 1.05

65+

0.25

0.04

-8.24

0

0.18, 0.35

Male Patient

1.24

0.07

3.74

0

1.11, 1.39

Psychiatrist

1.06

0.09

0.76

0.45

0.91, 1.25

Urban Hospital

0.95

0.06

-0.75

0.45

0.85, 1.08

Medium

1.36

0.18

2.35

0.02

1.05, 1.75

Large

1.76

0.22

4.6

0

1.38, 2.24

Test for
Trend

Patient Age*

p<0.01

Hospital Size
p<0.01

Goodness of Fit: Pearson c2=162.7; p=0.0007

Table 4B Predictors of Clozapine Use, Complete Sample (N=29,155)
Predictors of Being
on Clozapine

Odds
Ratio

Std Err

Z

P>|Z|

95% CI

Test for
Trend

Patient Age*
30–39

1.24

0.1

2.81

0.01

1.07, 1.44

40–49

1.22

0.09

2.83

0.01

1.06, 1.40

50–64

0.81

0.06

-2.78

0.01

0.69, 0.94

65+

0.26

0.03

-10.1

0

0.20, 0.33

Male Patient

1.2

0.06

3.7

0

1.09, 1.33

Psychiatrist

1.89

0.11

10.68

0

1.68, 2.12

p<0.01

Goodness of Fit: Pearson c2=20.04; p=0.0943. *In both tables, age 18–29 represents the reference category.

instance of small-area variation in medical practice, a ubiquitous phenomenon in medical care (23).
The lifetime suicide rate for people with schizophrenia
has been estimated in a meta-analysis at 5.6%, with suicide
tending to occur in the early years of illness (24). Being on
clozapine has been estimated to reduce the risk of suicide by
about 59% (25), compared to not being on it, thus to about
3.3%. If we use the conservative estimate from our data of
29,155 people with schizophrenia in the province of Québec, and assume that rates of clozapine use were to double
to 13.4%, then the number of suicides over the lifetimes of
the group newly placed on clozapine (n=1,953) could be reduced from about 109 to about 64—a difference of 45.
Clozapine has also been found to reduce hostility in
people who exhibit persistent violent behavior (5, 26), to re-

duce the desire for substance use (27), and to benefit people
with refractory mood disorders (28, 29). Further still, a large
recent cohort study from Finland reports that clozapine,
in spite of its metabolic and other side effects, is associated
with lower all-cause mortality than other antipsychotics
(30)—the only drug to exhibit a significantly lower mortality (-26%) than the authors’ reference drug, perphenazine.
Although this finding, derived from an observational study,
is subject to some biases (31), it is consistent with the wellestablished result concerning suicide and suggests that the
metabolic side effects of clozapine have limited impact on
mortality. Finally, time to discontinuation tends to be longer
for clozapine than other antipsychotics (7, 32), and, relatedly, treatment adherence (both persistence in refilling prescriptions as intended, and compliance with the prescribed
Clinical Schizophrenia & Related Psychoses April 2013
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dosage and schedule) tends to be higher (33).
The optimal rate of prescribing clozapine is, therefore,
likely to be relatively high, much higher than that observed
in Québec. If other studies confirm lower all-cause mortality
associated with the use of clozapine, it may even be arguably
appropriate to prescribe it as a first-line treatment (30), at
least in circumstances that remain to be determined.
The tendency to underprescribe clozapine undoubtedly
arises in large part from the risk of agranulocytosis and the
associated need for systematic blood monitoring. Prescribers who perceive poor access to a convenient and reliable
mechanism for blood monitoring of clozapine patients may
understandably be reluctant to initiate clozapine treatment.
The implementation of three complementary measures
could increase appropriate prescribing of clozapine. First,
clozapine clinics could be established within each psychiatry department together with, at the provincial level, a clozapine resource center similar to one that used to exist in
British Columbia and that supplemented the monitoring
established at the national level by the Clozapine Support
and Assistance Network (CSAN) (34). The local clozapine
clinic would require that granulocyte counts of all patients
prescribed clozapine were tested according to a prescribed
schedule, and that the results were sent back both to the physician and to the provincial clozapine resource center. The
provincial center would alert physicians to low or abnormal
values. Experience with such a center in British Columbia,
initially funded by the provincial government but later dismantled ostensibly for cost reasons, indicates that prescribers often contacted it for help in interpreting test results (34).
A centralized facility also would help ensure that more subtle factors, such as the tendency toward benign neutropenia
of people of African descent, are taken into account in interpreting trends in granulocyte counts (2). Second, ensuring
that all people with schizophrenia who are unstable have access to Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) or Intensive
Case Management (ICM) teams could facilitate continued
engagement in treatment (35). Third, physician education,
audit and feedback mechanisms could be implemented to
help motivate physicians to use clozapine when indicated,
although more research is needed on how to make these
maximally effective (36).
Would the implementation of such a set of measures be
cost effective? Consistent with the literature, we found that
people with schizophrenia who take clozapine spent 3.4 fewer days in the hospital than people who do not—a conservative estimate given that our comparison was with all people
with schizophrenia, not just those who might have been prescribed clozapine. We also found, however, that people who
received clozapine had much higher average costs of antipsychotics, by about $4,300 compared to people on second-
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generation antipsychotics other than clozapine. Although
this figure is likely biased by the fact that the population of
people with schizophrenia not on clozapine differs from the
subgroup not on clozapine, but for whom clozapine prescribing would be appropriate, it is plausible that the monitoring
of clozapine patients would increase treatment adherence
and, thus, medication costs. (Results not shown indicate that
including all psychotropic drugs in the comparisons merely
increases all amounts by about $350 and, thus, has no material effect on the cost differences.) Since 2004, clozapine has
become generic and its cost is now reduced by about 30%—
so that the cost difference today would likely be about $3,000
(instead of $4,300). In addition, however, higher treatment
adherence with clozapine is likely associated with increased
monitoring visits and clinician contacts, the costs of which
we are not able to estimate. The estimate of a reduction of 3.4
days in hospital days is also most likely conservative; however, as the refractory patients for whom clozapine prescribing
might be indicated, but who are not on clozapine, likely have
more hospital days than the average schizophrenia patient
not on clozapine. Be that as it may, 3.4 days represents about
$1,800 per year in Québec (37), which would only partly
offset the extra cost of medications. A modeling study that
would also take into account reductions in suicide rates, increases in quality of life, and potential increases in economic
productivity (for people with schizophrenia and their families) would be required to assess the cost effectiveness of clozapine in our setting in a comprehensive way. Even given our
finding that clozapine increases medication costs, the results
by Duggan et al. (4) suggest that a comprehensive modeling
study would conclude that clozapine is cost effective.
Our analysis presents two significant limitations. First,
we may not have captured all individuals with schizophrenia, as many individuals who meet the criteria for schizophrenia may have neither been hospitalized in 2003 or 2004,
nor have had that diagnosis recorded on a medical claim (recording of diagnosis on medical claims in Québec does not
affect physician billing and is not always made). However,
we have certainly detected all individuals on clozapine, so
our estimated rates of clozapine use may in fact be overestimated. Second, we were able to assign to a single hospital
fewer than 10% of physicians who prescribed antipsychotics one or more times in 2004, although these accounted for
63% of patients. This will affect our results at the hospital
level, and our classification by hospital size.
In conclusion, our findings highlight the need for the
establishment of specific mechanisms to increase the rate of
use of clozapine in the province of Québec. Given that there
are no particular restrictions on clozapine use in that province, our finding also suggests the need to measure use levels
in other mental health treatment systems as well.
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